
In the UK it has been announced over night that the the collapsed UK
convenience store chain McColl's which went into administration with debt of just
under £170m has been acquired by the listed Uk supermarket group, Morrisons
having seen off bids from ASDA.  Morrisons, which has a wholesale supply deal
with McColl's, will take on all its 1,160 stores, including 270 Morrisons Daily format
stores. Morrisons will also take on all of McColl's workforce of 16,000 and its two
pension schemes, which have over 2,000 members. It said McColl's' secured
lenders and preferential creditors would be paid in full with a distribution also
expected to unsecured creditors. Both ASDA and EG Group which owns petrol
and forecourt businesses were in the frame  to acquire McColls after an initial
Morrisons deal was rejected last friday. However, over the weekend, Morrisons
came back with a fresh proposal.
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Market Moves

Equities: Following very big falls into the close in the US last night
particularly in the Tech heavy indices, Asian markets were a little less
weak and this morning European stock markets are expected to open
marginally higher, rebounding to a degree after the previous session’s
selloff, but investors continue to fret over the combination of rising
interest rates and lower economic growth. Attention now turns to the
release of Germany's closely watched ZEW sentiment index later in
the session, which is expected to have dropped again in April from a
level that was already the lowest since the beginning of the pandemic
in 2020
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Fixed income: The survey by the British Retail Consortium, released earlier
this morning has illustrated the extent of the slowdown in U.K. growth.
The data showed U.K. retail sales fell 0.3% in April from a year earlier, the
first drop since January 2021 when the UK was in lockdown. Uk interest
rates stabilised in early trade. Elsewhere in Europe the German 10 year
bond eased over night as did the Iirsh 10 year bond as hope rises that
inflation in the EU may be peaking. All eyes will be on the ZEW report and
the commentaries expected out over the next two days from various
members if the ECB include Ms Lagarde. 
Commodities: Over night Gold was up in Asia over the weakening dollar.
with Investors now awaiting inflation data. Gold futures rose 0.3% to
$1,863.74/oz, Oil prices eased , extending the previous session’s declines as
it appears the EU will soften its stance on a phased Russian oil embargo as
the countries most dependent on Russian energy, like landlocked Hungary,
Slovakia, and the Czech Republic, have sought exemptions. The market was
boosted last week after the European Commission proposed a deal to
eventually ban Russian oil, but the proposal requires approval from all 27
EU countries, something which has proved difficult so far.

Currencies: The dollar was down overnight in Asia, but the moves
were small. Investors expect additional increases of the same
magnitudes as the U.S. Fed. raised its interest rate to 1%. The U.S.
Dollar Index that tracks the greenback against a basket of other
currencies inched down 0.05% to 103.632. It rose as high as 104.19
overnight, a 20-year peak. The GBP/USD pair gained 0.23% to 1.2359
following the BOE raising interest rates in the UK last week and
warnings of further rate increases. In cryptocurrencies, bitcoin fell
below $30,000, the first time since July 2021. It was later firmer at
around $30,600.

It is now expected that the Irish Government will today announce an extension of
the 9% VAT rate for the hospitality sector as the sector still hasn't seen tourist
numbers return to pre pandemic levels and as other supports run out 

Vat rate

German conglomerate Bayer took another step on the road to recovery on
Tuesday, posting strong first-quarter earnings thanks to a revived consumer
health segment and a crop science business supported by soaring prices for
agricultural commodities. Core earnings per share rose 36% to 3.53 euros ($3.70)
a share as crop science sales - consisting mostly of sales and pesticides - rose
22% and consumer health sales rose 17% in constant currencies. "Group sales
and earnings were not negatively impacted by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in the
first quarter," Bayer said, adding that neither Russia nor Ukraine is in its top ten
markets. In total, they account for around 3% of group sales. The company
confirmed that their forecast going forward this year remains confident despite
the great uncertainties, including the stability of supply chains and energy
supplies, and they re affirmed the currency-adjusted outlook for the full year
published in March. Shares were up 0.7% in opening trade on the DAX which rose
1.1% at the start this morning. 
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